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FUTURE AIRBORNE ARMIES 

SUMMARY 

Airborne operations will playa major part in the next war from the very begin
ning. Vital island bases and strategic outposts will have to be occupied and reinl~>rced . 
by air. Airborne operations deep in the enemy's strategic territory will not only be 
possible; they will be necessary. There must be developed the capability of deploying 
by air complete major combat units of the United States Army. It must be possible to 
do this at any time of day, under poor weather conditions, and at any practical oper
ating radius up to 2500 miles or more, depending on the world-political situation. 

Special troop-carrier aircraft must be developed for airborne armies. These air
craft must be capable of cruising at comparatively high speeds, while still retaining 
the ability to land and take-off at sale, low speeds from small nelds. Vigorous applica
tion of jet-assisted take-off, boundary layer control, high.lilt devices, and deceleration 
devices on troop carrier aircraft can make this possible. Carrier airplanes must also be 
.pecially designed lor rapid and easy loading and unloading of bulky items of ground 
equipment. 

Gliders W'e~;'Used on a large scale, and with great effectiveness, for the first time 
in the airborne operations of this war. The development of gliders and glider tech
niques must be continued, since, at the present time, this is the safest, cheapest, and 
most acceptable method of landing heavy equipment during the assault phase of an 
airborne operation. New glider developments should stress the following: adequate 
crash protection for crew and cargo; low landing speeds and use of deceleration 
devices for shortening the length of landing ground roll; rapid unloading through 
wide, rear-loading doors; adequate protection against small·arms fire for pilot and 
copilot; greater aerodynamic and structural efficiencies through the use of high-lift 
devices and metal construction; and the use of assisted take-oS' techniques for decreas. 
ing the length of take-oS' run required by glider-towplane combinations. New gliders 
(towed aircraft) must be and can be easily designed for rapid conversion to low
powered transports. This will eliminate some of the major shortcomings of gliders 
because ferrying to combat theaters and use as short·haul transports between airborne 
missions will be possible. The advantage of baving such a transport, which can be 
easily and rapidiy loaded and unloaded, for short-haul work immediately behind the 
lines cannot be over.emphasized. Promising new techniques for the assault landing of 
heavy equipment must be developed and evaluated tactically. Important among these 
are: the "assault transport;" the method ot dropping hea..,. equipment by means ot 
parachutes and decelerating rockets; aircraft wi~ jettisonable cargo compartments; 
and rotary-wing aircralt. Stable (non-oscillating) parachuta with lower opening 
load. mut be developed for paratrooper ... 
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There is immediate need for an o"ffl'all study of the weight and dimensional 
characteristics of every item of equipment in the Army. Only a complete study of all 
Army equipment can show what types and sizes of future troop carrier aircraft are 
required to move the Army by air with greatest possible efficiency. Every gun, trans
port vehicle, tank, tractor, and other item of equipment must be air-transportable, 
naturally, with the exception of railway guns, heavy seacoast defense guns, and the 
like. HO\\'ever, the entire burden of making the Army air-transportable must not be 
allowed to fall solely on the aircraft designer. The number of different types and sizes 
of troop carrier airplanes developed must be kept down to a practical minimum. There 
must be established a means of control over the weights and dim;nsions of Army 
equipment to insure that future equipment will be capable of being carried in future 
aircraft. Items which do not fit in existing aircraft or in aircraft under development 
must be redesigned, or new items, which are air-transportable, must be developed to 
take their place. This can be done and must be done without compromising battlefield 
requirements in any way. The cargo airplane and ground equipment development pro
grams must be coordinated at frequent intervals by an agency charged with the specific 
responsibility of making the Army capable of movement byair. . . 

The potentialities of future airborne operations are unlimited, if the possibilities 
are successfully exploited in the future design of both aircraft and equipment. The 
capability of deploying major ground force units by air will revolutionize milila.t7 
strategy and tacda. 
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IATLlODUCTION 

This repon attempts to summarize the thoughts and ideas of people in the services . 
who are connected with the airborne program. The following organizations have con
uibuted, either by means of repons 01' through conferences, to the material contained 
in this study: 

WAR DEPARTMENT SPEOAL STAFF 
'" New Developments Division 

ARMY AIR FORCES 
AC/ AS, Operati.ons, Commitments" Requirements 

Requirements Division, Airborne and Liaison Branch 
Troop Carrier Section 
Glider Section 
Materiel and Equipment Section 

Army Air Forces Board 

Aircraft Division 

AC/ AS, Materiel" Services 
Materiel Division, Aircraft Projects Branch 

Cargo and Miscellaneous Section 
Engineering Branch, Radio and Radar Section 

Air Engineer, Supply Branch 
Equipment and Supply Section 

Air Ordnance Officer, Technical Developments Branch 

Air Quanermaster Officer, Supply" Maintenance BtaDch 
Research 8t. Development Section 

AC/ AS, Plans, Operational Plans Division 

.Air Communications Officer, Equipment Division 

Air TechniCal Service Command (as of March 1946, Air Materiel Command) 
Engineering Division 

Aircraft Projects Section, Cargo Branch-
Aircraft Laboratory; Aerodynamics, Design, and Glider Btanche. 
Personal Equipment Laboratory, Parachute Bran.ch 

NACA Liaison Officer, Langley Field 

First Troop Carrier Command 



FIRST ALLIED AIRBORNE ARMY 

ARMY GROUND FORCES 

G-3 Section, Training Division 
Airborne Branch 

Requirements Section, Infantry Branch 
Airborne Representative 

Airborne Center 

Airborne Board 

Equipment Review Board 

ARMY SERVICE FORCES 

Ordnance Department, Research 8c Development Service 

Signal Corps, Engineering and Technical Service 

The hard work and realistic thinking being done by ~ese organization. hal made 
America first in the .uccessful, large •• cale employment of airborne force.. A bold. 
progressive research program and a continued, open*minded willingne .. to crt the 
new will pTe UI Airborne Armie. which will alway. be .econd to none. 



AIRBORNE OPERAIIONS 

PRESENT DOCTRINE AND METHOD OF EMPLOYMENT 

Airborne troops are specially trained and equipped to accomplish specific mis
sions in coordination with major ground actions. They seize strategic objectives which 
are not accessible to the ground force. They seize and hold important tactical localities 
pending the arrival of the ground force; they attack the enemy rear and thereby assist a 
breakthrough by the main force; or they block or delay enemy reserves by capturing 
and holding critical terrain features. 

Airborne troops are employed in mass, the bulk of the force being landed as 
rapidly as possible in as small an area as practicable. They are not employed unless 
they can be supponed by other ground forces within approxiqlately three days, and 
unless they can be withdrawn after their. mission has been accomplished. 

Air superiority is a fundamental prerequisite for successful airborne operations. 
The degree of air superiority which can be attained is a major factor in determining 
whether an airborne operation should be initiated during daylight or under COYer of 
darkness. 

Weather is another important factor. Large-scale troop-carrier operations demand 
suitable weather conditions. In the event of unexpected weather conditions, ground 
commanders must be prepared either to postpone launching the main attaCk or to 
operate without airborne forces. 

The essential phases of an airborne operation can be summarized as follows: 

1. Large ponions of the strategic and tactical air forces are committed to the 
task of softening-up the' combat area, knocking out flak installations, proyiding air 
coyer along the route for the troop carrier trains, and securing local air superiority 
in the forward combat zones. 

2. The establishment of an air head starts with mass jumping of paratroopers 
who seize and hold the drop zones and landing zones. Some light artillery is also 
dropped by parai;hute. 

!. Gliders with low-landing speeds, carrying 15 troops, aJeep, or a 75 mm Pack 
Howitzer are brought in. These gliders can land men and their equipment in small 
dearances with a relatively high degree of safety. 

4. Engineer troops with special tractors and bulldozers are landed by glider 
and used ~o prepare an airstrip. 

s. A special effort is made to establish satisfactory communications in the combat 
zones so that the troops already landed can be properly organized. Communications 
between the 4eparture a~eas and the (Zombat zones are also established, 10 that suc
cessive lifts of troops and supplies can be directed to drop in landin, zones which 
are securely held. 
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6. Supplies are dropped by parachute or brought in with more gliders. Initial 
resupply, consisting chiefly of ammunition, has thus far been accomplished by using 
strategic bombardment aircraft and parachute delivery. If a landing strip becomes 
available and is securely held, transport aircraft are used for air landing of further lifts 
of men, equipment, fuel, and ammunition. 

7. Airborne forces are landed forward of ground troops so they can be relieved 
in a few days. A tum-for-the-worse in weather conditions after an airborne operation 
has been launched can jeopardize the success of the whole venture. 

8. Losses among the airborne troops during night operations are due mostly to 
landing crashes and accidents. Losses during daylight operations are due mostly to 
highly mobile enemy ack-ack installations. 

9. Some attempts are made to retrieve gliders after the airborne operation is 
complete. The gliders are towed away by transports which are a~r~landing supplies if 
a suitable airstrip is available. Otherwise, special "pick-up" airplanes are used, but 
operations with these in combat zones have not been very successful so far. The pick
up airplanes cannot operate safely until the enemy has been subdued and driven back. 
By the time the enemy is beaten, a large portion of the gliders is generally not worth 
retrieving; or is not capable of being retrieved without extensive r.epairs. 

The development of airborne operations during the current war has been bold 
and aggressive, but it has been soundly kept within the limits and capabilities of air
craft and equipment available for these operations. All major airborne operations 
have been carried out against Germany, a strong and well-organized enemy. Troop
carrier trains and airborne troops, as we know them now, are extremely vulnerable to 
all kinds of enemy fire, including small arms fire; hence, the requirement for local air 
superiority. Local air superiority against Germany far behind enemy lines would have 
been too costly, if not impossible; hence, the development that airborne forces be used 
to jump ahead of the main ground forces no more than SO miles or so. The load carry
ing capacities of aircraft and gliders which were available for airborne operations 
placed immediate limits on sizes and types of artillery, vehicles, and equipment which 
could be carried into combat. This meant that airborne forces could not strike an 
effective blow against normally equipped enemy ground units. Further, supply by air 
was complicated by the fat:' that most of the aircraft available were former airliners, 
difficult to load and unload rapidly. Because of these two facts, airborne forces haTe 
been used only if they could be relieved by ground force units in about three days. At 
the present time, techniques and equipment which will permit large numbers of air
craft to 6y to a pin-point target in enemy territory, unload rapidly and return, all under 
conditions of poor visibility, are still under development; hence the requirement for 
good weather conditions and the preference for daylight operations. By examining a 
specific airborne operation, we can see some of these li~iting factors at work. 

OPERATION "MARKET" - THE AIR INVASION OF HOLLAND 

A general, graphic portrayal of this operation appears in Fig. 1. The factual data 
was gleaned from official reports on this operation aDd the figures ,h'en are approxi. 
mate but substantially accurate. 
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This airborne operation was a brilliant success. A Polish paratrooper brigade and 
three airborne divisions, the American 82nd and 101st and the British 1st, were used 
to strike approximately .50 miles into enemy-held territory. At the point of deepest 
penetration the 1st British Airborne Division held out until the noon of D + 3 days, 
24 hours later than the time set for the arrival of ground units of the British 2nd Army. 
Being the largest operation of its kind in history, MARKET demonstrated conclusiye
ly that the idea of airborne operations is sound; but, it also pointed out those technical 
and organizational problems which must be solved in the future. A discussion of 
some of these problems follows. 

1. .",. Weatber. 

An airborne operation must start with the strongest possible initial troop delivery 
and it must be supported by the most rapid possible build up in men, equipment, and 
supplies. In Operation MARKET, it was possible to follow this principle successfully 
on D.Day and on D + 1, during which time about two-thirds of the force was de
livered. But on D + 2 the weather became bad and the d~livery of the last one-third of 
the force took place over a period of about eight days. While bad weather kept Allied 

. aircraft grounded at their bases in England, the enemy had time to marshal his forces 
and build up stiff opposition against the airborne assault. He was also able to whittle 
down the troops which had already been landed, and to prepare himself for further 
landings which he knew would come as soon as the weather cleared. This meant a 
complete loss of the element of surprise for successive lifts, and a considerable reduc
tion in the ability of the ht Allied Airborne Army to strike effectively agaibst the 
enemy while he was still weak. 

A vigorous and effective program for defeating the weather is under way in the 
Army Air Forces. There is constant coordination so that the new discoveries and tech- . 
Diques evolved in the search for an aU-weather air force are immediately applied to 
troop carrier operations. Airborne operations will be completely successful when it i. 
possible to take-off' and fiy long columns of troop carrier aircraft, have them make safe 
deliveries of their cargo in enemy-held territory with pin-point accuracy, and then 
return safely to their bases, even under conditions of extremely poor visibility. In this 
connection, the problem of locating drop zones and landing zones in enemy territory, 
with as little reliance as possible on pathfinder activities, must be given special atten
tion. It should be eventually possible to navigate directly to DZ's and LZ's, using only 
radio and radar equipment carried in the airplane and located in friendly territory. 

2. Laclc 0' Firepower GIKI Mobility. 

The artillery and transport used in this Operation consisted chiefty of the "-mm 
Pack Howic.:rs and 1/4.ton trucks Oeeps). (See p ZI, "Composition, Limitationl, and 
Growth of Airborne Units." f9r a detailed breakdown.) Airborne units must be equip. 
ped 'with heavier artillery if they are to match the firepower of normally equipped 
enemy ground forces. The lack of firepower means a lack of independence, because the 
airborne unit can easily be driun back. Further, aside from the-obvious limitations in 
size and capacity, the number of Jeeps used in Operation MARKEI' amounted to only 
about one-third as much transportation per man as is amiable in a standard (triangu
lar) infantry diYi,ion. Thi. means a lack of mobility~ In Operation MARKEI'there 
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were many instances where brilliant strategy and courageous fighting brought success 
against a superior enemy. But the fact remains that the airborne divisions were at a 
decided disadvantage when engaged by normally equipped enemy units. 

3. Supply ity Air. 
It will be noted that a total of approximately 3250 tons of supplies were delivered 

by air during the course. of this operation. This figure covers supplies delivered by 
glider, parachute, and by air landing, but includes only the total amount actually re
covered by Allied troops. The recovery rate was rather low, since a total of about 5200 
tons of supplies were dispatched. This means a recovery rate of about 63 percent for 
the operation as a whole. In the case of the 1st British Airborne Division, where the 
perimeter of defense was very small, and it was necessary to rely heavily on parachute 
delivery, the recovery rate was estimated as only about 13 percent of the total supplies 
dropped. The remainder fell behind enemy lines. 

These facts show that better equipment and new techniques must be developed to 
improve the accuracy of supply delivery by parachute. Of course, basically, it is un
sound to plan missions which involve resupply of an airborne unit over any extended 
period of time by parachute. However, parachute resupply is frequently a last and only 
resort, an emergency method of supplying isolated units with a small perimeter of 
defense. That is what happened in the case of the Ist British units at Arnhem. The 
ground force timetable broke down. the units were isolated and cut off, parachute 
resupply was the only method available by which they could be kept fighting. For such 
critical instances where it is urgently needed, the delivery of supplies by parachute 
must be made more effective. 

All of the . glider towplanes used in this operation carried no cargo at all. This 
meant a total unused cargo capacity of approximately 5500 tons, about one and two
thirds times the total amount of supplies recovered. Yet, there was absolutely no prac
tical way in which this cargo space could be put to use. Had the glider towplanes been 
loaded with parachute-delivery containers full of supplies, and had an attempt been 
made to push supplies out of the doors of the C-4 7' s by hand, the supplies would have 
been scattered over such a wide area that the greater part of the whole airborne force 
would have been needed to coliect and assemble them. Recently, Soor conveyor belts 
have been developed for rapid expelling of delivery containers through the door. 
Development work is being continued, and an overhead monorail system is being 
tested for possible use. These systems will mean a spread of about one mile at most in 
the drop of a planeload of .supply containers instead of the five miles or so which can 
be expected if individual containers are pushed out of the door by men while the air
plane flies a straight course. For example, the C-97 can drop 25,000 pounds of cargo 
in 20 seconds, in a length of about 4,000 feet, all movement of the cargo being fully 
automati~. The development of th~se systems for rapid dropping of cargo should be 
supplemented by the development of a suitable sighting mechanism for acau:ately 
SpottiDg cargo released from low levels. 

4. Commuaicatiou. 

The chart of Operation MARKET does not give any indication of the communica
lions problem. which were encountered. There was an almost tow faillU'e of winle .. 
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communication between Airborne Corps Headquarters and the lst British Airborne 
Division. This prevented any control of the operations being carried out by that divi. 
sion, and tbe serious situation of the battle on their front was not known until about 48 
hours too late; consequendy; no orders could be sent to them in time to infiuence their 
action. Further, there was no effective communication between the oncoming airtrains 
(which had already left England) and the drop and landing zones in Holland. Thus, 
when a particular sector or section of a drop or landing zone was under heavy enemy 
fire, there was no method of advising the oncoming aircraft and landing gliders to 
avoid it. In addition, air support suffered to a certain extent because no contact was 
ever established with direct support aircraft. This was the lirst major airborne oper
ation which was spread out over such great distances as to make unreasonably heavy 
demands on the communications equipment which was available to the airbOrne force, 
in the field at the time. This matter is disC\lSsed further in the section "Composition" 
Limitations, and Growth of Airborne Units'", (d'. 21). 

DOCTRINE FOR THE FUTURE 

1. The Pradical Approacla. 

Army Air Forces and Army Ground Forces are in agreement that future large-scale 
airborne operations should be considered as three. phase operations, as follows: 

PHASE I. Seizure and Initial Occupation: 

This ph,ase constitutes the spearhead attack by airborne forces to capture an air
head, much the same as airborne forces are trained to operate today. Paratroops and 
assault gliders would be used. Chief requirement for this phase appears to be the de. 
velopment of a glider capable of carrying the 10S-mm Howitzer and the 1-1/2 ton 
truck (prime mover) in separate loads. This development has been undertaken and it 
will permit the desired complete replacement of the 7'·mm Pack Howitzer with th" 
IOS·mm weapon. 

PHASE II. Immediate Reinforcement and Establishment of an Airhead: 

This phase win of necessity follow closely the opening action. Reinforcement by 
infanuy troops and mobile weapons is essential to secure and expand the airhead 
captured in Phase I. Construction of a landing area by engineer troops and equipment 
will be necessary. Aerial delivery of.heavy equipment, up to and including the size, and 
weight characteristics of the 2 .. 1/2-ton truck and the l".mm Howitzer. is essential 

. during this phase. It is considered necessary to have available heavy cargo glidea 
capable of carrying this heavy equipment. It would, of course, be mote practical to use 
transport aircraft. 'if a landing strip exi.ts. The CG .. 1 OA gUder (towed by the C46) and 
the XC-82 airplane, now becoming available, are capable of filling this need. . , 

PHASE III. Reinforcement lor Sustained Action and Exploiration of the Area: 

During this phase it is assumed that we hold and de£end an airhead into which 
heavy air transport can land. Prom this point on, we will seek to iaerease the ground 
mobility and striking force of the deployed units by augmentation with bea9J truckt. 
armor. and equipment. These hea9J items will tall into a weight and ,ize categoq 
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beyond the 2-1/2-ton truck and the 15S-mm Howtizer. There is no aircraft, either in 
production or development, capable of performing this task. 

The Army considers it necessary that all types of heavy equipment arrive at the 
airhead ready for immediate operation for Phases I and II. For Phase III, heavy equip
ment can be hauled as separate components, to be assembled after auival at the air-
head. < 

For future operations, a 7S0-mile radius of action is considered necessary for 
cargo' aircraft. The cargo airplane, with its full load (including the case where a glider 
is in tow), should be capable of going a distance of 7S0 miles and returning to its 
base empty without refueling. It is planned that the entire operation would be supplied 
and maintained through air transport for an operational period of from S to 21 d~ys. 

This is indeed the practical approach to the problem: the gradual extension of 
present concepts as operational techniques are perfected and standardized, and as new 
aircraft with greater load-carrying capacities become available. But this practical 
approach visualizes the next war as a long war of attrition, fought along the same lines 
as the present conflict. This practical approach visualizes the use of airborne. opera
tions in the next war in much the same manner as now, but on Ii larger scale and with 
deeper penetration of enemy territory and longer period of action before relief by 
friendly ground troops. This is a sound line of reasoning. But we can judge present 
accomplishments and progress being made only by comparing them with the ideal. 

2. The IJeaI Approad&. 

Ideal principles for conducting future airborne operations can be postul,.ted as 
follows: . 

a. Land a complete Airborne Army (or Air.transportable Task Force) at once 
any place in the enemy's territory in any.kind of weather, at any time. (Local air ~uper
iority will still be necessary.) 

b. Keep the force supplied, maintained and functioning, regardless ot the nature 
or the duration of its task. 

c. Evacuate the Airborne Army at a moment's notice, ready to fight, to another 
location. 

These are rigid and demanding principles, perhaps all out ot reason when compar
ed to present attainments. Yet, only by striving for the perfect in the future can we 
improve present achievements. 

Of course, there must be available to the armed senices at all times those practical, 
simple implements and techniques for conducting airborne operations which have 
been tried and proven either in battle or in realistic maneuvers. The cargo aircralc, 
gliders, parachutes, etc., which· have been tried in this war must be retained until new 
items deve.loped prove themselves ~pable of performing the same job with greater 
efficiency and effectiveness. 

However, oW' research program and our maneuvers during which we perfect 
operational techniques must be progressive: they must look to the future and be con
cerned with the new, which, though it be impractical today, will be commonplace 
tomorrow. 
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As the two greatest current disadvantages in the ground employment of airborne 
troops (namely, lack of firepower and poor ground mobility) are eliminated, airborne 
tactics must be reviewed and revised, particularly the doctrine of short penetration and 
quick support by othe.t ground forces. With the independence gained by greater fire
power and greater ground mobility, entire airborne armies can be employed deep in 
strategic areas of enemy territory. Such armies can be reinforced, supplied" and main
tained entirely by air. This must be our aim and we must strive aggressively, with an 
open mind, for these ideals. If we do not, we can count on being subdued by a future 
adversary who will have done so. 

FUTURE AIRBORNE OPERATIONS 

1. General. 
It is possible to discuss certain types of airborne operations which will be feasible 

as new aircraft and equipment, designed specifically for airborne work, become avail
able. In doing this, some thought must be given to the extremely high cost (by modern 
standards and in terms of natural resour~es and man.hours) of large.scale air move
ments. It is true that cost is unimportant in war, and that taking an objective by more 
economical methods is not always practicable, if the cheaper method gives the enemy 
time to fortily and reinforce himself properly against the coming attack. However, 
airborne operations on a large scale can prove so costly that, conceivably, a nation 
could expend so much of its economic resources on an air blitz as to leave itself com
pletely at the mercy of the enemy, if the air blitz failed. In spite of the high f;ost .of 
large.scale airborne operations, we must do the development work and experimen-

• tation (including use of the equip~ent in maneuvers to get operational experience) on 
aircraft alid equipment designed for this purpose. We must make ourselves fully aware 
of the capabilities and limitations of this type of warfare. Only by experimenting and 
constantly trying new things can we keep alive the "know-how" of conducting large
scale airborne operations and, at the same time, learn how to defend ourselves against 
them. 

2. Air CommonJo. 

Air Commando units are visualized as formidable forces which have been specially 
selected and trained, and are capable of fighting effectively in relatively small groups. 
They would be equipped with heavy firepower in terms of rocket-firing and recoilless 
weapons, demolition equipment, dame throwers and steel cutters, and the like. They 
can be best described as the future version of an "elite corps of parachutists." 

Troops such as these could be used with great effectiveness against an inferior 
enemy, where complete air superiority could be quickly secured. There could be no 
question as to the success oj the operation and the enemy would have to be weak 
enough so that the losses involved would not be prohibitive. These are the types of 
troops which could be used effectively to enforce an edict of a United Nations organiza
tion against a recalcitrant member. An airborne operation would be used to deny the 
enemy. the time which he would need to mobilize his forces effectively and organize 
resistance. If he were not denied this time, a longer war and the expenditure of greater 
amounts of men and resource. would be needed eventually to subdue him. 'The Air 
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Commando forces would capture key government leaders and the general staff, destroy 
lines of c~mmunications and transport, and create general chaos, making it possible 
for the friendly element in the enemy's territory to take over control of the country. 

. Air Com~ando units might also be used against extremely vital strategic targets 
In a war against a strong enemy. It can be expected that potential war-makers will 
attempt to move a good portion of their vital industries underground. The question of 
the relative effectiveness of carrying out repeated strategic bombing attacks over a long 
period of time or of using Air Commando units to do the complete job o( destruction 
in one mission merits careful attention. An examination of the records to determine 
the total losses which we have taken in bombing some of the strategic targets and a 
comparison with the losses incurred in airborne operations might prove to be very 
useful. As industry is moved underground, strategic bombing may become so expens
ive as to be forced into the role of a disorganizing agent, the mission of total and final 
destruction of the target being accomplished by Air Commando units which would be 
landed immediately after a bombing raid. In the final analysis, the individual man will 
probably continue to be more effective than any machine man can invent, provided 
that we equip him with the proper weapons, place him close enough to the target, and 
protect him from enemy action while he performs his mission. The questions of possi
ble enemy countermeasures and high losses among our troops. however, need to be 
carefully considered. The public can evidently bear to see the repeated loss of a rela
tively small number of our men over a long period of time in exchange for parti al 
destruction of the target each time. But, if the losses in Air Commando operations 
could not be kept down, would the public be prepared to exchange the loss of a greater 
number of men in exchange for the cOD;lplete and final destruction of a vital target? 
This matter must be carefully considered for it may well develop that effective damage 
(to the point where the enemy cannot quickly recover) against important strategic 
targets can be infticted only by the combined use of strategic bombing and Air Com
mando units. 

3. Air ,Deployment 01 GrounJ Armie .. 

a. Occupation and Reinforcement of Vital Outposts. In the event of a future war, 
immediate occupation and reinforcement of our vital outpests will be necessary. We 
must at all times be ready to take island bases at the outset, when war is threatened. 
Presuming that sufficient air power is available to retain local air superiority over these 
bases, the necessary ground force of men, guns, trucks, and equipment must be carried 
by air to the vital areas. The higher immediate cost of air transport is justified both by 
military necessity and by the saving of lives which might otherwi:;e be lost retaking the 
bases. 

In t4is connection, the quesd9n of range for future airborne operations has been 
considered. Two problems present themselves: first, the reinforcement of bases which. 
are under oW' control so that we can count on having enough fuel reserves stored there 
to refuel aircraft for the return trip; second, the occupation of vital bases where United 
Nations or foreign co~trol may preYent the storage of adequate gasoline reserves. At 
the present time, it ap,Pears that the aircraft required must possess a 2,OO-mile range 
for the first problem and a 2S00·mi1e radius for the second problem, both with ade-



quate reserves. This question must be reconsidered periodically, as the world political 
situation changes. 

b. Support of Major and Important Ground Actions. In a long war of attrition, 
economical employment of the natural resources and manpower of a country becomes 
essential. Further, it can be expected that a long war of attrition would be fought only 
against a strong enemy with considerable airpower. Against such an enemy, it is diffi
cult to conceive of gaining local air superiority (a prerequisite for successful airborne 
operations) deep in his strategic territory. Thus, until such time as the enemy's air
power can be gradually whittled down and overcome, airborne forces would be used 
only in support of major and important ground actions. 

One possible type of airborne operation would consist of the air movement of 
standard ground force units from a port or point of embarkation to the action sector. 
The units would be deployed behind friendly lines, air transport merely being used to 
get them into action sooner. Future ground battles will probably be spread over wider 
areas, and extreme mobility such as can be aIlorded by air. t,ransport alone will be 
essential.' -

The second possible type of airborne operation would be similar to those we have 
seen in this war. Forces with greater striking power will be employed, and deeper 
penetration of the enemy's territory will be made. The duration of action before relief 
by friendly ground forces will depend, to a large extent, on the strength of enemy air
power and the resultant cost to us of giving air support in enemy territory to the air
borne units. The characteristics of our airborne forces as planned for the immediate 
future (operation over a 750·mile radius and capability of sustained action for a period 
of ahout 21 days with supply and maintenance by air) are well suited for airborne 
operations of this second type. 

4. Study 01 a Possible Future Airbonle Operation. 

This study was carried out primarily to get some idea as to the probable size of a 
future airborne operation (in terms of present-day equipment), in comparison with· 
the major ones of this war and, secondarily, to stimulate thought and discussion on the 
development of aircraft and equipment for airborne operations. 

A graphic picture of a possible future opera~ion is presented in Fig. 2A. Three 
brigades of paratroopers, three standard infantry (triangular) divisions. and some 
corps support units are involved in this operation. The corps support units consist of 
an Antiaircraft Artillery Group, a Tank Battalion (Separate), and a Field Artillery 
Group. The three brigades of paratroopers are used to seize and hold the drop zones 
and landing zones. The three infantry divisions with about three days of supplies, are 
then completely deployed in a ~atter of about twelve hours. The corps support units 
and their supplies are landed on the morning of D + 1. completing the deployment of 
the whole force. Regular daily delivery of supplies then continues for the duration of 
the operation. A hypothetical operation of this magnitude would require aircraft with 
a total load-carrying capacity only three times as great as that which was availahie for 
Operation MA.RKET. However, the cruising speed of the aircraft and the eue with 
which they can be loaded and unloaded would have to be sueb as ~o permit two round 
trips in one day. 
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Figs. 2B to 2F are a series of sketches, giving a futuristic conception of an airborne 
operation many years from now. Some of these sketches are based on ~tudies of future 
aircraft made by the Design Branch (Aircraft Laboratory, Engineering Division) of the 
Air Technical Service Command. 

GENERAL 

cor.'lPOGITIOt'-.1, LIMITATIONS, AND 

G~O\"JTH OF AIRBORNE UNITS 

The Airborne Division was first organized in October of 1942. It was then a 7500· 
(approximate) mao organization, equipped with jeeps as its means of transportation 
and 7S-mm Pack Howitzers as its artillery. The jeep and 7S-mm Howitzer were 
chosen as transportation and artillery, respectively, not because they were best suited 
for combat, but because troop carrier aircraft then available could not carry larger 
items. 

By September, 1944, the Airborne Division had grown considerably. It was now 
a 10,300- (approximate) man organization and a marked increase in amounts oE 
transportation and artillery assigned to it had been made. However, this was a pure 
increase in size. The transportation which could be carried into combat still consisted 
of jeeps and 7S-mm Howitzers were still used as artillery. No new aircraft designs 
were available for use over those whicb were assigned in 1942, hence the same limita
tions still existed on size of equipment which could be carried. However, by tbis time, 
the new M3AI10S-mm Howitzer had been standardized. A Jlew carriage bad been de
signed for the old 10S-mm Howitzer so that the weapon would pass through the 
doors of aircraft used by airborne troops. Twelve oE these new weapons were used 
in Operation MARKET. 

COMPARISON OF SIZE AND COMPOSITION 

Figure 3 shows a graphic comparison between the Airborne Division in Septem
ber, 1944, and tbe Infantry (triangular) Division. The figures given are approximate. 
Some difficulty was encountered in arriving at the total weigbts oE communications 
equipment assigned to the various units. This is particularly true in tbe case oE tbe 
airborne divisions used in Holland, since tbe communications setup was expanded 
somewbat immediately before the operation. 

Tbe airborne division was compared with tbe standard infantry division because 
it is assumed tbat airborne units will possess at least tbe firepower and mobility oE the 
standard ground division in the future. OE course, it is very probable that the infantry 
division will undergo some reorganization alter the war, and that new guns and equip
ment will be in use. However, the comparison merely serves to point out tbe disparity, 
in terms of present-day equipment, between wba, we already can carry by air, and what 
we would like to be able to carry by air. 
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LIMiTATIONS OF AmOORNi: DIVISIONS 

The comparison in Fig. 3 brings out some of the limitations of the Airborne 
Division. It is important to note that those limitations exist only because tbe proper 
aircralt and equipment, designed specifically for airborne operadons, are noc yec 
available in the field. 

LACK OF FIREPOWER IN HEAVY WEAPONS AND ARTILLERY 

A more detailed list of the artillery assigned to the divisions used in Holland IS 

against the allowances for the standard infantry division appears as follows: 

Airbo",. Di"isi(JfU 
Used;" Holl.IuJ 

37-mm Gun. • • • • .. ........................................... 40 

.3o.cal. Machine Gua ................................... . 

.'O-cal. Machine Guo .......................... ' •••••••••• 
'7-mm Gun, M ................................................... . 
7 '·mm Howiaer ....... ' ................................. . 
10S-mm Howitzer ................................................. .. 
15 '·mm Hc;.witzer .............................................................. .. 

185 

9Z 

40 
4 

157 

236 

57 

54 
u 

The emphasis on heavier guns and artillery in the case of the Infantry Division is 
apparent. 

LACK OF MOBILITY 

Whereas the infantry division is equipped with about 1/5 T of transport vehicles 
per man, the airborne division at the present time has only about 1/16 T or less than 
1/3 as much. The majority of vehicles in the Infantry Division are 2-1/2 Tor 1-1/2 T 
trucks, whereas the Jeep (used in combat by airborne divisions) is a 1/4 T truck. 

COMMUNICA TIONS EQUIPMENT 

In an airborne operation, the combat teams of an airborne division may sometimes 
be scattered over an area whose magnitude exceeds the range capabilities of the avail
able radio equipment. This means poor communications right after the airborne 
landing, making it difficult to establish the disposition of the division and execut,e 
rapid offensive action. Further. drop zones and landing zones may have to be altered 
after the first lift has landed. to suit the operations already in progress. This means a 
deO)and for good communications between the combat zones, the oncoming subse
quent lifts which are already in the air and approaching the DZ's and LZ·s. and the 
departure bases and airfields which may be several hundred miles away. Communica
tions haye to be provided between the combat zone and direct support aircraft. Re
lieving ground formations will require continued and up-to-date ir:£ormation from the 
airborne units fighting on the ground. The battle by the airborne forces must be con
trolled in the field as must any other battle. Some of these demands for adequate com· 
munications were not met satisfactorily by equipment which was available in the field 
at the time of the air invasion of Holland. However, equipment now available (01' be· 
coming available) to troop carrier organizations and to airborne divisions appears to 
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be adequate. The development of air and ground communications equipment must be 
closely coordinated in the future, as it has been in the past, to insure that the equipment 
will be well integrated and capable of meeting the specialized demands of future, large
scale, airborne operations. 

LIAISON AIRPLANES FOR RECONNAISSANCE 

The standard infantry division has an allowance of ten liaison airplanes which 
can be used for reconnaissance work. The need for liaison aircraft is even greater in 
airborne divisions where the elements of the division are more widely scattered, and 
where the disposition of both friendly and enemy troops has to be ascertained after 
the action has been joined. There is need for the development of a special liaison air
plane (providing the utmost in simplicity, ease of operation, and ability to operate in 
rough terrain) which can be taken along when an airborne division goes into action. 
The airplane should also be capable of operating over roads at moderate speeds, with 
wings folded. 

FUTURE GROWTH OF AIRBORNE DIVISIONS 

The future airborne division must be capable of sustained action of the same ef
fectiveness as the ground division, and must be equipped and organized accordingly. 
It will probably differ from the standard division only in the matter of having attached 
to it a large parachute element. The paratroopers and airborne divisions of today will 
probably have their equals in a small group of elite assault forces, the Air Commandos, 
in the future. Other than that, there will be no special airborne units but, rader, the 
entire Army will most probably be air uanspo.rtable and will be trained for deploy. 
ment by air. 
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GENERAL 

DIiViLOPt.1E:>JT OF AIRCRAFT FOR 
TIlOOP CARIlIER OPERATIONS 

It is the purpose of this section only to trace the trends in the development of 
important general characteristics of aircraft used in troop carrier operations. No at
tempt is made to discuss in detail the exact nature of future aircraft, since that is the 
subject of another report written by the MF Scientific Advisory.Group. Rather, those 
developments in troop carrier aircraft which would insure the greatest exploitation of 
the possibilities of future airborne operations are pointed out and emphasized. 

AIRPLANES 
We began the war by converting standard airliners for troop carrier operations. 

These aircraft obviously are ill-suited for this purpose. Their doors are too small to 
pass bulky equipment. Their loading pladorms are too high off the ground and they 
are equipped with side-loading doors. These factors make all loading and unloading 
operations difficult and extremely time consuming. Furthermore, these early aircraft 
are equipped with conventional landing gears and are not suited for operation in un
improved, rough fields. 

The development of the C-82 airplane was initiated with the limitations of con
verted airliners in mind. This airplane was designed primarily for troop cairier oper
ations. It is equipped with wide, rear-loading doors, large enough to pass articles with 
cross-sectional areas equal to the cross-section of its cargo compartment. Direct load
ing, straight in or out, is possible; however, the loading pladorm is approximately 
four feet from the ground and it still is necessary to use long, heavy ramps for loading 
and unloading operations. The airplane is equipped with a tricycle-type landing gear 
to make possible operation on hastily prepared landing strips. 

The development of aircraft of the C·82 type naturally involves a loss in operating 
efficiency. For example, the C·S4 airplane can deliver approximately 40% more cargo 
than the C-82 (over a 7S0-mile radius) in only about 7S% ofthe time required by the 
C·82 (both airplanes using approximately the same amount of fuel for the job). This 
reduction in operating efficiency is outweighed by the great tactical advantages of 
rapid loading and unloading, and of being able to carry equipment in a fully assembled, 
ready-to-fight condition. The importance of this tactical advantage is emphasized 
when one considers that various ground force units are composed chieHy of large and 
heavy items of ordnance, transport, and armor. For example, the weight of these large 
and heavy items amounts to 6S% of the total weight of a standard infantry division; 
87% of the total weight of an antiaircraft artillery group; 90% of the total weight of a 
field artillery group; and 97% of tbe total weight of a tank battalion (separate). 

Developments in the carrying capacity of cargo airplanes are shown in Figs. 4A 
and 4B. The useful loads shown in Fig. 4A are those which the nrious aircraft could 
carry when operating o'Yer a 750·mile radius. 
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It is felt that aircraft should be developed with useful loads large enough to permit 
carrying items up to the heavy tank. At the present time it appears that the development 
program should include aircraft capable of operating efficiently over the following 
distances with adequate reserves: nO-mile radius, 2 SOO-mile range; 2 SOO-mile radius. 
A study should be made to determine whether or not three distinct groups of aircraft 
are necessary to operate efficiently over the distances stated; for example, the aircraft 
designed for operating over a nO-mile radius might be suitable for operations over a 
2S00-mile range, provided that the compromises which have to be made in operating 
efficiency are such that the development of two distinct groups of aircraft for these 
two missions could not be justified. 

Fig. 4B shows the approximate volumetric displacement of the largest rectangu
lar item of equipment which can be loaded in the various airplanes. The solid lines 
represent aircraft which have been designed primarily for airline operations. Long, 
heavy tamps are needed for loading heavy equipment into these airplanes and the load
ing operations are awkward and time consuming. The dotted lines represent the C-82 
and two proposed troop carrier airplanes. The question mark indicates that consider· 
able thought and study are needed to. determine the optimum cargo compartment and 
door sizes on future troop carrier aircraft. For example, the proposed special cargo . 
transport with a 70,000.lb useful load would require a' cargo compartment with a 
displacement of only 1560 co ft to carry the M4A3 mediuin tank; however it will 
probably have a total cargo compartment volume of approximately 7000 co ft to 
carry a full load of troops (280 troops, 250 lb per man, 2' co ft of cargo air space 
per man). 

The following questions arise: (a) Should the doors on this airplane be large 
enough to permit carrying the larger but light items which the proposed heavy cargo 
transport (with the 40,000-lb cargo load) will carry? (b) Should the cargo load 
and door size of this airplane be increased to permit carrying the experimental medium 
tank now under development, the T26El, which will weigh approximately 86,000 
Ib and require larger doors than the M4A3 tankl (c) Will tanks be carried in suffi· 
cient numbers to warrant the development of aircraft with special fuselages for this 
purpose to avoid the inefficiencies involved in carrying small but very heavy items in 
a very large cargo compartment? 

These are questions which can be answered only if the dimensional and weight 
characteristics of all equipment in the United States Army are studied together, 
and the problem of moving the entire army by air considered. The need for an over· 
all study of this problem is discussed more fully in the final section of this report. 

Trends in the important performance characteristics of transport airplanes 
are shown in Figs. SA and SB. It is felt that future troop carrier airplanes which are 
designed for the early stages .of an airborne operation should be capabl~ of full· 
load take-offs alid landings with ground runs not to exceed 1500 ft. (These aircraft 
are referred to as small airplanes in Figs. 5A and 5B.) The average pilot should be 
able to land these airplanes at speeds not over 60 mph. The larger cargo airplanes 
which might be used during the later stages of an airborne operation (large airplanes) 
should be capable of full-load rake-offs and landings with ground runs of not oyer 
3000 ft. Under emergency conditions it should be possible to make' fuU-Ioad landin .. 
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and light-load take-offs with ground runs of approximately 1500 ft. The landing 
speed should not be over 85 mph. For operations under normal peacetime conditions 
it is not necessary to meet these requirements; however, provisions should be made 
for the rapid installation of assisted take-off, deceleration, and boundary layer control 
devices so that these airplanes can make short take·offsand landings when they are 
committed for use in an airborne operation. Consideration should be given to the 
utilization of arresting gear, similar to that used on aircraft carriers. for decelerating 
large airplanes if other methods (rockets. reversible-pitch propellers. etc.) do not 
prove completely satisfacrory. Mechanical high-lift devices and boundary-layer con
trol should be used so that the low landing speeds can be obtained without compromis
ing the high cruising speeds desired. Future troop carrier airplanes must be c~pable 
of operating in and out of comparatively small areas. (The term "small airplane" 
used here applied to all aircraft up to and including the airplane needed to take in 
the largest item of equipment of the standard infantry division. All others are "large 
airplanes.") 

GLIDERS 

The glider development program has had to hurdle many serious obstacles from 
its very beginning. Throughout the war a considerable difference of opinion has 
existed in the Army Air Forces as to the most desirable military characreristics 
and requirements for gliders. Gliders were first conceived as expendable, one-mission 
aircraft of cheap and simple construenon, designed to glide quiedy into enemy 
territory from high altitudes at night. This initial conception changed radically as 
experience in the use of gliders become available. Gliders lioware towed to the 
immediate vicinity of the landing zones at altitudes of approximately 1000·2000 ft. 
They have to be able to withstand hard landings in rough fields without injury to 
occupants or damage to cargo carried. Far from being one-mission aircraft, gliders 
are retrieved. when possible. after a mission and used again. In training acrivities 
some gliders have been used for as many as 1200 flying hours. 

Initial development and produenon programs for gliders were slow because of 
the necessary restricrion that gliders would Dot be allowed to interfere with produc
tion of combat and training aircraft. Later. when glider production was accelerated 
to meef requirements for planned airborne operations, it became almost impossible 
to improve glider designs even when the troop carrier and airborne commands 
found that changes were necessary, as such changes would have interferred with the 
producrion program. Gliders have a lot of shortcomings; their cost is very high when 
comp'ared to their short period of utility; they have to be crated and moved to com
bat zones by surface transport; very large airdromes are needed to mount a glider 
mission; a glider.towplane combination cannot take effecrive evasive aenon against 
enemy fire while in flight; and reliable instrument flight with a glider in tow has yet 
to be perfecred. All of these faaors have caused grave doubts as to the wisdom of 
using gliders at all. Thus, th~re have been delays in the initiation of produenon of 
new and . larger gliders until such time as combat experience proved that they are 
worthwhile. In spite of aU these hurdles, two good gliders have been developed by 
the AAF during the war. The Waco CG-4A glider and its successor, the CG-15A, 
can carry 15 men or alternate loads of a jeep or a 75·mm Pack Howitzer. It is widely 
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acclaimed as the best glider used by anyone during the war. The Laister-Kauffman 
CG-IOA can carry 42 troops or alternate loads of a 2-t/2-T 6 x 6 truck or a ISS-mm 
Howitzer. 

The glider now has proved itself as an effective combat machine. The develop. 
ment of gliders and glider techniques must be continued since, at the present time, 
this is the safest, cheapest, and most acceptable method of landing heavy guns and 
equjpment during the assault phase of an airborne operation. New developments 
should stress the following: adequate crash protection for crew and cargo, low land. 
ing speeds, use of deceleration devices for shortening the length of landing ground 
roll. rapid unloading through wide rear-loading doors, adequate prote.ction for 
pilot and copilot against small-arms fire, greater aerodynamic and structural effi. 
ciencies through the use of high-lift devices and metal construction, and the use 
of assisted take-off techniques for decreasing the length of take-off run required by 
glider-towplane combinations. 

The two big lessons of this war in regard to gliders Plust be applied to the AAP 
glider development program. These lessons are, first, that the rigid demands of com· 
bat require the gliders to be full· fledged engineless aircraft. well designed, and con. 
structed to insure that they will be capable of performing their missions; and second, 
that gliders (and glider units) can perform with maximum efficiency only if they are 
taken out of the "frozen-assets" category and some method found of making them 
perform a useful service during the long periods between airborne operations. The 
first lesson can be applied by promulgating a continuous glider program to insure 
that a sufficient period of time is allotted for designing new gli~ers and that up-to-date 
gliders are developed and ready for production at the beginning of an emergency. 
The second ies50n demands that some of the major disadvantages of gliders be off
set by coupling their development with the deyelopment of low-powered transports 
as discussed in the next section. 

As new gliders are developed, the program of modifying troop carrier aircraft 
for glider towing should be continued. For every glider type. there should be avail. 
able a suitable troop carrier airplane for towing the glider into action oyer a 750-
mile radius. The development of special glider towplanes is not recommended. How
eyer, new gliders should be aerodynamically clean and their sizes should be so coo· 
trolled that troop carrier airplanes in existence or under deyelopment can be satis· 
factorily used as towplanes; that is, each glider developed should be matched to a 
specific airplane which will be used as its towplane. Research should also be con
tinued to make possible and practicable glider towing operations under conditions 
of zero visibility by deyeloping automatic pilots for gliders and/or designing gliders 
which are stable in tow~d flight. 

Figures 6A and 6B trace the de\'elopment in load-carrying capadty of cargo 
gliders. Requirements for the proposed assault glider with an BOOO.lb payload in a dis
placement of 1200 cu ftand for the proposed cargo glider with a 16,OOO.lb pay
load in a displacement of 19BO cu ft (later changed to 2400 cu it) were stated by 
the AGF at a conference to determine the characteristics of these gliders. The de· 
velopment of an assault glider with BOOO·lb payload in a displacement of 1000 
cu ft and of cargo gliders with payloads up to 20,000 lb in a displacement of 5000 
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cu it was recommended in the preliminary study of the AGF Equipment Review 
Board. The question of load capacity and cargo compartment dimensions for future 
gliders should be given more thorough consideration. A complete study should be 
made of the dimensional and weight characteristics of all divisional combat and 
engineer equipment which would be needed during the initial stages of an airborne 
operation. Load capacities of future gliders should be 'increased only up to the point 
necessary to carry the largest item of divisional equipment which might be needed 
initially in an airborne operation before the time when it can be safely presumed that 
a suitable airstrip will be available for use. 

The trends in important performance characteristics of gliders and glider-tow
plane combinations are shown in Figs. 7 A and 7D. The take-oft" distances shown 
are for a fully loaded glider with the towplane loaded ';ith sufficient fuel for operat
ing over a 7 SO.mile radius but with no cargo. Assisted take-oft" techniques should 
be utilized to permit all future towplane-glider combinations to take oft" with ground 
runs not to exceed 3000 ft. The landing speeds and landing runs shown for the pro
posed gliders should be considered as permissible maximQms. 

Figure 8 shows the progress which has been made in decreasing the landing roll 
of gliders. The landing run for the fully loaded CG-4A glider is shown when various 
deceleration devices are used. Rockets have not been accepted as a decelerating 
device because of their vulnerability to small-arms fire. The Chase plow has proven 
quite eft"ective. It is a small plow, which is retracted beneath the fuselage of the glider 
on take-oft" and which can b,. extended so that it will drag through the ground when 
the glider makes a landing. (Experimental.work is in progress at the present time in 
the use of undrawn nylon as a means of absorbing the kinetic energy of a rolling glider. 
The nylon is attached to an anchoring rod which is fired into the ground, from the 
glider, with a bazooka. Results are not yet available.) Decelerations of a~ least one 
g by means of devices of this nature should be possible on aU future glide"s. 

LOW.POWERED TRANSPORTS AND ASSAULT TRANSPORTS 

One of the more significant developments during the recent war has been the 
low-powered transport. The idea had its start with a suggestion that a "6S·hp power 
package" be installed on the CG-4A glider. This power package would have carried a 
small engine with a propeller and a limited quantity of fuel and would have been 
capable of doubling the gliding range of the glider. Going one step further than 
this, XPG-l "powered-glider" was developed. This was CG-4A with two 130-hp 
engines. The glider with this engine installation could be towed oft" the ground and 
part way to the objective in the normal manner. The engines would then be started 
and the glider would release from tow and complete the mission under its own power. 
The power available was sufficient to maintain level Sight with a fully loaded glider, 
but not enough to allow the glidet to take oft" by itself with a fu1l10ad. However, when 
unloaded, the glider could just barely take oft" under its own power after a mission and 
be ferried back to its point of departure. 

The power of engines which can be rapidly attached to gliders has been in
creased to the point ... here powered-gliders have become efficient low-powered 
uansports for short hauls behind the lines where the following factors are an ad .. 
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vantage; rapidity and ease of loading and unloading; the ability to handle bulky 
items of equipment and to operate from hastily prepared strips; and simplicity of 
maintenance and ease of operation. The advantages of having such a transport for 
short-haul work immediately behind the lines cannot be overemphasized. To date 
all low-powered transports have been gliders with the engine installation added 
as an afterthought. This involves certain structural and aerodynamic inefficiencies 
which can be eliminated if the engine installation is considered when the glider is 
6rst designed. With this in mind, future gliders should be designed from the start 
for rapid conversion to low.powered transports. 

More recently it has been suggested that a special type of aircraft be developed for 
use as an assault weapon. The assault transport would be basically a cargo airplane 
·with low landing speed (about 40 mph) but with comparatively high cruising speed 
(about 200 mph). It would be equipped with a landing gear suitable for operation 
on rough terrain. Provisions could be made for jettisoning the fuel tanks 01.' for using 
gasoline in solid form to reduce the fire hazard during combat landings. ("Solid" 
cakes of gasoline which are not vulnerable to gunfire but which give off liquid gaso
line when put under slight pressure have been successfully developed by the British.) 

The table (Fig. 9) shows the important characteristics of low.powered trans· 
ports and of an assault transport. Of the five aircraft shown in this table only the PG· 
2A has actually been built and Bight tested. The figures for the remaining four air· 
craft are estimates taken from proposed military characteristics and from theoretical 
studies. The proposed medium and heavy powered. gliders are the powered versions 
of the proposed assault glider with 8000·1b cargo load and cargo glider with 16,000-
Ib useful load, respectively. The cargo compartment dimensions for these aircrafts 
are not shown since they are the same as for the gliders from which they are derived. 

It will be noted that the low.powered transports probably will have certain limi
tations. The engines are added at the expense of reductions in the cargo load which 
can be carried as a glider. This means that although the cargo compartment will be 
large enough to carry certain items of ground equipment, the allowable cargo load 
will be too low to permit doing so as a transport. For example, the eG·IOA glider 
can carry a 2.1/2. T 6 x 6 truck (11,000 lb) but a powered version of this glider would 
have an allowable cargo load of only approximately 6000 lb. Also the cruising speed 
and radius of action of the proposed transports are somewhat restricted when com· 
pared with desirable characteristics for future operations. 

The assault transports would be designed to overcome the probable limitations 
of low-powered transports. Their cruising speeds would be high whereas their land· 
ing speeds would still be low. However, it will be noted that an airplane of this type, 
capable of transporting a cargo load of approximately 9000 lb over a radius of 750 
miles, would weigh approximately 45,000 lb and would have to be powered by en
lines with a total normal rated power of approximately 5000 hp. (Two XR·4360 
engines were assumed in the theoretical study for the assault transport shown in the 
table. The predicted performance for this aircraEt could be made m.ore optim.istic if a 
higher wing loading had been used and the low landing speed obtained by the use 
of boundary layer control.) This is a large, expensive airplane and there is some ques
tion a. to whether or not .uch an airplane would be tactically .wtable for &I.ault 





operations and whether or not the losses involved would be low enough to make 
the use of aircraft of this type more economical than the use of gliders. These same 
questions also exist in connection with the possible use of low~powered transports 
in the initial phases of an airborne operation. 

It is interesting to note that a transport airplane ofthis nature, the Arado Ar. 232, 
was reported to be in service in the German Air Force at the end of the war. Its gross 
weight was reported as approximately 52,000 lb with a payload of approximately 
20,000 lb. It is powered with four 9~cy1inder radial engines. Boundary layer control 
equipment and special flaps are installed to insure low landing speeds and good aileron 
control at low speeds. A tricycle landing gear is provided; it is partially retracted imme
diately after landing, lowering the fuselage until ten pairs of small wheels attached 
to the belly come into operation. This results in high deceleration and makes possible 
landings in confined spaces. It also insures that the aircraft is close to the ground 
and in the most convenient attitude for loading and unloading when it comes to rest. 
The aircraft is reported to take off in less than 600 ft, presumably with light load. 
Armor plate is provided for pilot and copilot and seven machine guns are mounted 
on the aircraft. 

Both low~powered transports and assault transports would do away with many 
of the great disadvantages of a glider-towplane combination. The large airports and 
large overhead of personnel and equipment required to launch a glider mission would 
be eliminated; the transports could operate in any kind of weather and from small 
unimproved fields; they would be useful between airborne operations as cargo planes; 
they could be easily ferried to combat theaters; they would be maneuverable while 
on a combat mission; and they could make safe landings in fields not much larger than 
those required for gliders. 

It is strongly recommended that both gliders convertible into low-powered tran.
ports and assault transports be developed and procured in sufficient quantity to per
mit evaluation of their tactical suitability in actual maneuvers (or combat). 

THE USE OF PARACHUTES AND DECELERATING ROCKETS 
FOR DROPPING HEAVY EQUI.,MENT 

This system has been proposed and tried experimentally with some success by 
me British. It involves carrying in heavy bombers all items of equipment needed 
during the assault phase of an airborne operation and dropping them by means ot 
parachutes and rockets. The equipment would be dropped with zero torward veloci
ty and zero ground roll. Hence there would be no terrain problem to be considered 
in connection with the choice of suitable drop zones for an airborne operation. 
This method also would be ideally suited for night operations. 

A series of sketches showing the sequence of events in this system appears in 
Fig. 10. Parachutes are~ used to decelerate to a certain predetermined terminal velo
city the item being dropped. When this terminal velocity and the nearly vertical 
part of the trajectory of the falling item are reached, a plummet is unreeled which 
houses a special switch for firing the rockets. When the plummet strikes the ground 
the rockets are fired. They decelerate the load and allow it to come to rest at ground 
level. In the sketches the rockets are shown mounted on the side. of the jeep. Thi. 
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scheme has .since been discarded because of the very accurate location of the rockets 
required to keep from upsetting or tilting the jeep during the period of deceleration, 
The rockets now are mounted at the point where the three parachute canopies are 
joined together. The individual .rockets are tilted slighdy outward to direa their ire 
away from the load being carried. 

This sytem would eliminate entirely the need for gliders. assault transports. 
or any other specialized types of aircraft for landing heaYJ' equipment during the 
initial stages of an operation, The element of surprise would be maintained as the 
enemy would not know whether the bombers are on a bombing mission or on an 
airborne mission. However there appear to be several disadvantages. Some of these 
are: the design of the large parachutes which would be necessary for very .heaYJ' 
equipment; the complex nature of the packing and loading operation which would be 
necessary to insure that the system doesn't become fouled during deployment; the 
probability that items might not be spotted properly and might be scattered or dropped 
on top of each other; the inability to drop men with their equipment; and the neces
sity of diverting bombers to troop carrier operations when those bombers might be 
urgendy needed to support the airborne operation. 

In spite of the complexity and apparent unreliability of this system at the present 
time, it is felt that the British work should be closely watched and that development 
work should be undertaken in this country at such time as British progress warrants 
doing so. 

RECONNAISSANCE AIRPLANE FOR AIRBORNE OPERATIONS 
There appears to be a need for the development of a light observadon.type air

plane which can be carried or towed to the combat zone during an airborne operation. 
This airplane should be as simple as possible and capable of safe Bight in the hands 
of untrained personnel after a brief period of ground instruction. It should be spin
proof and its ground worthiness should be such as to permit operations on rough 
or plowed ground and in reasonably high grass. It should be possible to take it into 
the combat zone by towing it as a glider or by carrying it with wings folded inside a 
cargo airplane or glider. If an airplane with folding wings is designed, the possi
bility of making it roadable at moderate speeds (with wings folded) should be COD

sidered. 
The approximate performance charaaeristics of this aircnit should be as follows: 

Maximum Speed. • .................................. 80 mph 
Stalliog Speed ............... ., • • • .. .. • • • .. • • • .. • • • • • ... 30 mph 
T alce-otJ Run .......................................... zoo ft 
:Landing Run ............................... '" ......... 100 ft 
.Range ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••• ' •• 1'0 mila 

This should be a single-seat aiJplaae but provision should be made for carJ)'ing 
one passenger. in an emergency. The performance characteristics quoted abo.e 
are for operation with one passenger. 

AIRCRAFT WITH JmlSONABLE CARGO COMPARTMENTS 
This scheme involves the use of spedally designed aircraft &om which the cargo 

compartments caD be jettisoned. The plane is Sown in on. a laoding approach 



at as low a speed as possible. At a point just prior to touchdown the cargo com
partment is released automatically less than a foot from the ground. The cargo com
partment then becomes a separate vehicle running along the ground while the air
craft climbs away and returns to ils base. The cargo compartment would be steer
able by the operator and might well be a standard ground vehicle of the future. It 
would be equipped with special deceleration devices to shorten its ground run after 
release from the mother ship, following which it could go into action on the ground 
under its own power. There would be no obstruction of the landing zones as the 
cars could drive away immediately after landing; and no time would be lost unload
ing since the aircraft would be on its way back for another load immediately. The 
cargo compartment could be lighdy armored, thus giving some protection to the 
airborne troops both in the air and on the ground. However, the ground vehicles might 
be easily damaged in drops on rough terrain and crosswind dropping might be ex
tremely dangerous. 

Even if the cargo compartments could not be successfully dropped "on the go" 
the basic idea still merits some attention. During the current war entire gliders have 
been equipped to perform certain utility services after landing in the combat zone. 
The CG·4A glider, for example, has been converted into a weather station, field 
kitchen, radio station. air traGic control tower, photo laboratory, radar station, re
pair and maintenance shop, and ice cream maker. The use of a glider in this manner 
involves tying up a whole aircraft, which is difficult to move, on the ground. Using a 
detachable cargo compartment for this purpose, these same services could be per
formed in a much more efficient manner while the flying part of the airplane would be 
available for further use. 

GLIDER PICK-UP EQUIPMENT 

Glider pick-up equipment has been deyeloped during the war for retrieving 
gliders from small fields. This equipment involves the use of a cargo airplane equipped 
with a reel of cable attached to a special brake. The cargo airplane has a long pole 
which carries the end of the cable with a hook on it. By flying the airplane close to 
the ground, the cable is hooked on to the tow rope of the glider, the tow rope being 
held between two vertical poles about ten feet above the ground. The reel first releases 
cable at the speed of the towplane, but the brake is quickly and smoothly applied, ar
resting the reel and in this manner accelerating the glider to the speed of the towplane. 

Although this equipment has been developed to a high state of reliability, it has 
had limited usefulness during the war. In actual combat operations, it is not con
sidered tactically sound to permit cargo airplanes to fly over enemy territory solely 
on retrieving operations. More often cargo airplanes are used for air landing of addi
tional supplies for the operation and they tow away one of the gliders on each trip. 
This method is much more economical of aircraft and gasoline, provided that a .uit
able airstrip is available for towing away the gliders. However, in training operations 
and in maneuvers the pick-up system is quite useful fot retrieving gliders which have 
made forced or practice landings in yery small fields. 

It would appear wise to continue the development of pick-up equipment so that 
it is possible to tetrieYe the largest gliders procured. HoweYel', this deYelopment 



work should be terminated it it becomes apparent that gliders will be replaced by 
other types of aircraft in future airborne operations. 

ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT 

Rotary~:wing aircraft, when developed to a higher degree, pote!ltially oller many 
advantages tmponant in airborne operations. It is to the interest of the improved effi
ciency and versatility of future airborne armies to foster the development of rotary
wing aircraft and to direct a pan of the development toward the needs of airborne 
armies. Present-day helicopters may appear to be unsuitable for airborne opera
tions, but it must be remembered that rotary-wing aircraft are still in their infancy and 
stil11ack much development work before their performance, structural; and vibc-ation 
problems are solved: it must also be remembered that they have never been designed 
for use in airborne operations. 

Rotary-wing aircraft are the only aircraft capable of making the vertical land
ings so desirable in airborne operatioDS, and they are the only aircraft which can 
operate practicaUy independendy of terrain. Where the landin$s of fixed-wing gUders 
are restricted or prQhibited by lack of suitable terrain, a rotary-wing gUder or a 
helicopter, capable of vertical landings, can be used. Where aerial supply and evacua
tion await the construction of airstrips for fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters can land 
and take oil from unimproved terrain. Cargo carrying helicopters of from five to six 
tons gross weight are considered a possibility even with present-day limited knowl. 
edge. 

Rotary-wing aircraft will always be low-speed and short-range vehicles. Some 
improvements are to be expected. The high speeds of less than 100 mph for heli
copters may be boosted to between 150 to 200 mph, and their present ranges of a 
few hundred miles increased slighdy. Even greater increase in high speed and range 
may be obtained by departing somewhat from the basic lIe1icopter configuration 
and developing the gyrodyne and the cyclogyro. Still, the high speed and range 
performance of rotary-wing aircraft will never be equal to that of a fixed.wing air
craft; therefore, their employment must be reserved for those missions on which a 
fixed-wing aircraft cannot be used, where the vertical landing and take-off abilities 
of rotary.wing aircraft are a necessity, and the low-speed and short-range characteris
tics are acceptable. 

More efficient designs of rotary-wing aircraft incorporating jet propulsion, 
boundary-layer control, and other improvements, as well u the possible introduc· 
tion of the cydogyro and gyrodyne with superior performance, as successors to the 
helicopter, are discussed in "The Airplane: Problems-and Prospects", an AAP Scien
tific Advisory Group report. 

PARACHUTES 
Much work remains to be done on the development of parachutes which are more 

suitable for the use of paratroopers. The problems of stability (elimination of os
silladons) and reduction of opening-loads are pudcu1arly im.portant. The ribbon
type parachute was developed by the Germans in an ellort to soh'e these two prob
lems; however, for paratrooper use, this parachute has the disadftnta •• of • long 
opening time and a· high rate of descent. 



Work is now beIng done in this country on the elimination of oscillations by 
gradually increasing the porosity of the parachute fabric from the vent (top) to the 
bottom part or skirt. A progressively coarser weave of fabric is used to increase the 
porosity. The project shows promise of pedecting a non-oscillating parachute, with 
normal rate of descent, which will still open rapidly (two seconds) for jumps from 
very low altitudes. 

When jumps are being made from higher altitudes, say 1500 it or more, it is 
possible to reduce opening loads by delaying the full opening of the parachute. 
One project under way involves the use of a reefing line arouod the skirt of the para· 
chute. By connecting the reefing line to a timing device, it will be possible to make 
the parachute open gradually in steps (1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and then full) and,to delay 
the full opening time from one to six seconds. The desired delay time can be selected 
and preseL The timing mechanism can be connected to a barometric opening device 
to insure openiDg of the parachute for jumps from high altitudes. 

Research also should be continued on the development of suitable, lighter fabrics 
for parachutes and on quick-release harnesses so that the paratrooper can get rid of 
his parachute quickly without removing any of his combat equipmenL 

COORDINATION OF AIRCRAFT CARRYING CAPACIIII. 

WITH EQUIPMENT TO BI CARRIID 

FROM THE EARLY STAGES OF THE WAR TO THE PRESENT 

During the early stages of the war, transport aircraft procured were commercial 
off-the-shelf articles, hastily and only partially adapted for the unique requirements of 
airborne operations. Wider doors were provided, stronger Boors installed, and other 
minor alterations were made; but such aircraft as the C-47, C .. 46, and C·'4 had been 
initially designed for commercial operations and they were not changed basically 
by these minor modifications. Airborne warfare was new, and shortages of aircraft, 
materials, and equipment for fighting conventional warfare were so critical that 
little could be spared for the new. 

The development of troop gliders was started before the war, but the existing 
conception of their use at that time was merely as personnel carriers. Late in 1941, 
redesign of the CG.4A (then XCG·4) glider to carry the 1/4. T jeep and the 7'·mm 
Pack Howitzer was started. This project was based on the personal observations of 
an Air Technical Service Command (then Materiel Division) officer who had been 
in England and had seen the British plans for the "Hamilcar," a light.tank-carrying 
glider. The Jeep and 75-mm Howitzer were chosen because they were the largest 
items which could be made to fit in the CG·4A without necessitating complete re
design of the glider. 

As the war progressed and it became possible to initiate designs of new airc.raft 
for airborne operations, liaison was established on airborne matters between the Air 



Porces and the Ground Forces. It was decided that both the C-S2 airplane and CG.IOA 
glider would be designed. so as to be capable of carrying the 1 S S-mm Howitzer. 
However, by the time the prototype aircraft were completed, the lSS·mm Howitzer 
had been equipped with larger tires to facilitate operation in sandy terrain. While the 
small-tired ISS-mm Howitzer can be carried in both the CS2 and the CG-IOA, 
the large-tired gun is a few inches too wide for the CS2. 

In August 1944 a joint AM and AGF conference was held to determine the 
military charaaeristics to be incorporated into the design of future cargo-type air
craft to make possible the air landing of standard components of the Army in large
scale airborne operations. At this meeting, the following list of heavy battle equip
ment was submitted as being considered essential by the Army Ground Porces in air
borne operations involving a division and a corps: 

DIVISION EQUIPMENT 

10·T Wrecker M·I ••••••••••••••••••••••. * ••••••• 
13-T Wrecker M·, •••• 4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Bulldozer with Blade ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4-T Wrecker M·I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Compressor. Air, Truck Mounting ................. . 
Compressor, Air, Truck Mounting •••••••••••••••• 
l' '·mm Howitzer ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Weighl 
(Ib) 

38,330 
28,300 
22,400 
21,700 
21,164 
14,300 
11.966 

Heigbl 
(in.) 

122 
104 
106 
118 
89 
93 
71 

JYidlll lA_gth 
(m.) (in.) 

108 348 
100 191 
156 188 
101 292 
101 262 
90 254 
98 318 

CORPS ARTILLERY AND ARMOR 

Typ. oj &Jllip""" "'e;6111 Hagbl "';11111 Lmgth 
(III) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

Wagon Transpon M·3 (In 4 component load.) •••• 91,400 (Total 'Weight, including it ... 
Ji.ted'below). 

240·mm Howitzer .............................. 32,000 336 
Carriage Wagon M·2 ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 84 111 
Carriage M·l ..................................... 39,425 

Medium 1"ank-T26Bl (Experimental) ••••••••••••• 85.700 110 137 324 
Medium Tank .. M4A4 ............................. * 79,900 112 103 339 
Tractor (Heavy) ,M·6 .................. * .......... * ••• 75,000 103 120 258 

(Crane is noc essential" i. not induded in 6.gu.res) 
233 Medium.Tank .. lrI4A3. * .............................. 69.600 . 112 103 

Medium Tank .. M4 ................................... 67.300 116 103 232 

1 " .. m.m Gun M .. I ................................. 39,900 103 ,9 411 

Ught Tank }'{.24 ................................... 38,000 100 112 216 

Ught Tank. M·'AI ..................................... 34,073 91 89 171 

S.in. Ho'Wiczer (could .replace 155·. Guo) ...... 31,799 100 99 402 

Tractor ............................ * ........... * ......... 31,800 99 97 203 

Inspection of this equipment list reveals a sharp break in weight from the heaviest 
corps artillery peice, the 1 S S-mm Gun M·l, weighing 39,900 lb, to the lightest medium 
tank,the M.4, weighing 67,300 lb. It was therefore agreed that two type. of aUaw 



should be developed: (1) a heavy cargo carrier with maximum payload of 40,000 Ib; 
and (2) a special cargo aircraft capable of transporting service type medium tanks. 
Accordingly, development of these two types has been initiated. However, there has 
been no control established to insure that the dimensional characteristics of the equip
ment listed will not change so that the equipment will still fit into the aircraft when the 
latter become available for service use several years from now. 

~t this same meeting, a payload of 10,500 Ib was established as the top limit on 
all future glider development. There was a subsequent request from Army Ground 
Forces for the development of two future transport aircraft: one capable of transporting 
a piece of equipment 20 T in weight and 3500 cu ft in displacement; and another 
capable of rransporting a piece of equipment 4S T in weight and 4500 cu ft in dis
placement. It was stated that the development of gliders must be comparable to the 
development of aircraft. With regard to the aircraft with a 4S T capacity, the Pre
liminary Board Study of the AGF Postwar Equipment Review Board (circulated in 
May, 1945) recommended the development of transport aircraft capable of transport
ing equipment weighing up to 50 T and displacing 5000 cu ft. 

In April 1945, a conference was held to determine the characteristics of future 
glider designs. At this time, it was decided that development of two gliders having the 
following characteristics would meet Army Ground Forces requirements: 
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The dimensional data for these gliders were based on a prelimitUlry study of possible 
loads which would have to be carried during the initial phases of an airborne opera
tion. It was stated that flying Glider No. 1 only partially loaded would be preferable 
to the development of an additional smaller glider for the assault phase of an operation. 
The 16,000 Ib useful load of Glider No.2 exceeds the previously set limit of 10,500 
Ib (August, 1944 conference). This second conference was held under the auspices of 
the Air Technical Service Command, and the military characteristics of the proposed 
gliders have not yet been fully processed through the Air Staf. The cargo compart
ment dimensions of Glider No.2 have been recently changed to 420 x 104 x 95 in., 
(2400 cu ft), on request from the Army Ground Forces. The Equipment Review Board 
report, referred to previously, recommends the development of the following gliders: 
an assault glider capable of transporting a piece of equipment weighing 4 T and dis
placing 1000 cu ft; and a cargo glider capable of transporting a piece of equipment 
weighing lOT and displacing 3000 cu ft. 

Thus, as the development of an increasing number of aircraft specifically for air
borne operations has been initiated, there has been an increasing amount of liaison 
work between Air Forces and Ground Forces on the important question of ground 
equipment to be carried by future aircraft. However, the brief summary of ennts giTen 
above shows the need for two things: (1) some method of limiting the dimensional 
and weight characteristic. of item. of ground equipment after the deTe1opmeoc of 
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aircraft to carry those items has been initiated; (2) a more comprehensive approach 
to the problem of determiniog cargo compartment dimensions and weight capacities 
of future cargo aircraft. 

PROMULGA TION OF THE POLICY OF "AIR TRANSPORTABILITY" 

The close and active contact between air and ground on airborne matters is 
based on the firm thesis that the potentialides of airborne operations are unlimited 
if the possibilities are successfully exploited in the future design of both aircraft aod 
equipment. and that the capability of deploying ground force units by air will revolu
tionize military strategy and tactics. 

10 carrying out their share of the job, the Army Air Forces have accepted the 
following statement as a goal for troop-carrier aviation: "To posses the ability to 
transport by air into a zone of combat any combat or essential service unit of a standard 
division, corps, or army." To achieve this objective, appropriate AAF agencies have 
been directed to continue exhaustive research in the development of larger and more 
efficient transport aircraft. In addition to this, the Air 'Forces have sponsored the in
troduction of the policy of "Air Transportability." 

The following teotative draft of this new policy has been Informally approved 
and is being proposed by WOOS, G-4, to the three major commands (AAF, AGE, 
and ASF) for formal approval: "In preparing statements of military characteristics 
it shall be stated in such characteristics that the item of equipment in question shall 
be capable of being transported by air, either as a whole or in a disassembled condi
tion' if such a requirement will not materially impair the primary purpose of the item 
of equipment. Weight and dimensionallimitadons gonrning the application of this 
policy shall be supplied by the Commanding General, AAF, and will be based upon a 
thorough consideration of then-existing and projected transport type aircraft. Such 
aircraft limitations and changes thereto shall be supplied to all technical committees 
and shall be carefully employed by such committees to determine insertion or elimina
tioo of the statement regarding air transportability of any item of equipment in the 
military characteristics therefor. It is the intent of this policy that all possible items of 
equipment shall be transportable by air." 

This policy, when formally approved, will be made a part of those War Depart
ment regulations which deal with the formulation and adoption of military charac
teristics for any new equipment introduced into the Army. 

PROGRAM FOR THE FUTURE 

The pattern for the future has been laid. There must be no mistakes about the 
ultimate aim, no half-measures in the drive to achieve it. The army which can travel 
by air will win the next war. We must plan now to do the work which will eventually 
permit the entire Un iced States Army to deploy by air and to operate by air. Thil 
means carrying all of the Army's equipment by air in the simplest, most efficient man
ner possible. Individual aircrah must be small enough to suit tactical requirements. 
But each aircraft must be used efficiendy. so that the smallest possible total number of 
aircraft and as few different types as possible are required. The following are the 
requirements for achieving this objective: 
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1. An Ovt)rall StuJy 01 ,be Problem. 

As more time becomes available for future planning, an overall, combined Air 
Forces-Ground Forces study of the problem of transporting armies by air should be 
made. The general objective of this study should be "the determination of the op

. timum sizes of future cargo aircraft so that the United States Army can be moved 
by air for the required distances in the most efficient manner possible, with full regard 
for tatticalrequirements!' 

The progressive steps which would be taken in making such ·an overall study 
are visualized a's follows: 

a. Data would be collected on the weight and dimensional characteristics of all· 
items which go to make up the Army. Artillery, armor, trucks and trailers, 'engineer 
equipment, and other miscellaneous items should be covered. (Most of this data al
ready exists but is scattered throughout various publications in incomplete form and 
needs to be brought together and completed.) Particular emphasis should be laid on 
the inclusion of the best data available on research items and items undergoing modi
fication or further development. These data will then give a.n indication as to the trends 
in weight and size of the various items of equipment under the general categories 
mentioned. 

b. These data on weights and dimensional charatteristics would be studied 
by properly qualified tactical personnel to determine answers to such questions as: 

(1) Number of personnel to be carried into combat in the same aircraft with a 
particular gun or truck; 

(2) Gross weights of trucks and trailers going into combat, including crew, 
fuel, and cargo; 

(3) Number of rounds of ammunition to accompany guns into combat in the air
craft in which the gun is carried. The object of this part of the work would be to in
sure that an optimum balance is made between the need for landing men and equip
ment which ,are going to be used together in the same aircraft, and the practical and 
tactical requirements that the sizes of the aircraft needed not be permitted to get too 
large. 

c. The various loads and items would all. be classified according to the phase 
of an airborne operation in which they would be required. Al11ifts needed for the ini
tial or assault phase of an operation would have to be carried in a ready-to-fight con
dition, but these loads would have to be adjusted in weight and size, so as to be cap
able o( being carried in the comparatively small gliders and assault transports which 
would be used in this phase of an operation. Large and bulky items of maintenance 
equipment, which might not be needed until a few days after an operation had been 
started, would be marked for special study as to the feasibility of disassembly, if they 
couid not be carried in the larger transports which would be used in the final phases 
of an airborne operation (after landing strips had become available in the combat 
zone). In all such cases, however, delivery in a disassembled condition would be 
planned only when considered practicable and acceptable to the Ground forces. 
(This work has all been done for the Airborne Division in that indiYidua1loads were 
picked to utilize the capacities of aircraft and gliders made available. for the standard 
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division, cprps, and army, with time available to plan, we should consider tactical 
requirements first, and then adjust future aircraft capacities to suit those require
ments.) 

d. The various loads would then be laid out to scale to determine space require
ments, weight distribution, and methods of loading in aircraft, so that loads arrive in 
combat ready to unload and go into action in minimum time. The space requirements 
should be practical, and should allow for proper clearances to insure ease of loading 
and hasty unloading without damage to the aircraft. 

e. The weight and dimensional data 00 the various loads would then be used 
by the Air Forces to determine what cargo-compartment dimensions and weight-carry
ing capacities will permit the lifting of various ground units by the smallest praCtical 
number of different types, consistent with tactical requirements, and by the smallest 
total number of aircraft. 

Figures l1A, liB. liC. and 110 (followed by a key listing the equipment shown) 
give an idea as to the possible appearance and usefuln~ss of this study. The numerical 
data for these figures were taken from various field manuals and supply bulletins; al" 
though they are most probably accurate, they should not be considered so, and are 
used here for illustrative purposes only. (Net weights were used for the various item. 
except when they were not available, in which case gross weight. are shown.) Sketched 
on these figures are the dimensional and weight characteristics of the following three 
airplanes: 

No.1 carries 6 T in a displacement of about 2430 cu ft; 

No.2 carries 20 T in a displacement of 36~0 cu ft; and 

No.3 carries 50 T in a displacement of about 3200 co ft (appears in Fig. 110 
only). 

AIRPLANE NO.1. One preliminary study showed that in order to move a 
Standard Infantry Division, about 1030 airplanes of this type would be needed on 
a weight basis, whereas about 1350 would be needed on a volume basis. Thus, the 
cargo space of 1350 airplanes would be occupied and yet, on the average, the air
planes would be carrying only 'approximately 76% of their load capacity; this mean. 
a payload of about 9200 Ib per airplane. The cargo compartment dimensions of 
this airplane are very similar to those of the C82. The C-82 can be flown over a 
radius of about 1050 miles, when fully loaded, if the payload is about 9200 lb. If we 
use the C-S2 co carry the standard infantry division over a radDis of, say, 500 miles, 
then each airplane will only be about 62% loaded. The question is: Will this air
plane De used most frequently for moving standard infantry divisions over a radius of 
1050 miles, or will the radius be nearer 500 miles? If it i. the latter, should the .ize 
of the cargo compartment be increased to permit loading the aitplane fully for the 
shorter flights? These figures are approximate and must not be assumed to be directly 
applicable to the C-S2. However,-they do indicate how advantageous it would be to 
have complete data available when new airplane. are still on the drafting board. Going 
further, the charts show that a total of about 14 times (marked by arrow.) which could 
be carried in this airplane on a weight basis, cannot be carried because they will not 
fit into the cargo compartment. Special studies .hould be made of these items to deter-
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.iRllW. 
I - 1/4-'1'ON, AllPlIlBlAN 
2 - )/t·TON, WEAPONS CARRIER 4.1.4 
, - 1-I/3·TON. 4.1.4, AUGER, EARTB, 

IITRZD. III 
4 - 1-I/3-TOII, 6XI. CAROO, W/W 
6 - 3-1/2-TOII. ,uwIUBIAN 
e - 1-1/2-TOII, SHOP, MTIlZD 
, - %-I/2·TOII, WAnR PURIFICATION txt 
8 - 4-TOII, 8X6, CAHOO, LWB, W/W ' 
II - 4-5·TOII, tX4, TRACTOR, W/W 

10 - $-S-TON, U4, TRACTOR, POHTOfI. 
e.O.E., W/W 

U - '-TOII, lXI, PRIME MOVER, W/W 
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1£.3. (SIGI 
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mine whether or not they could be modified to fit in this airplane, ot new items (which 
do the same job but fit in the airplane) developed to take their place; or, consideration 
should be given to the advisability of developing another airplane in this weight
carrying class with larger cargo compartment dimensions. 

AIRPLANE No.2. This is the airplane with a 20 T carrying capacity. If this 
airplane should be built to carry the items which wiegh 20 T or less listed in the 
narrative of the combined AAF" AGF conference given before (blade of bulldozer re
moved since it is 44 in. wider than any of the other items), the volumetric capacity of 
its cargo compartment would be about 3650 cu ft. (Note: The dimensions given at the 
conference for the 240·mm Howtizer appear to have been incomplete. Those assumed 
here are for the 240.mm Howitzer, Ml, carriage vehicle and cannon vehicle, given in 
FM 101.10.) There are about eleven other items, encircled on the figures, in the Army 
which fall within the 20 T weight limitation, but which would not fit in this cargo 
compartment. Six of these could be accommodated if the cargo compartment were 
made six inches wider and six inches higher. This can probably be done since. as a 
troop carrier, the airplane will have to have a total cargo compartment volume of about 
4000 cu ft. (25 cu ft per man, each man weighs 250 lb). Certainly the need either for 
increasing the size of the cargo compartment or for redesigning the items which will 
not fit should be considered now. when the airplane is just in the preliminary design 
stage. 

AIRPLANE No.3. This is the one which is capable of carrying 50 T. This 
aircraft could easily carry the largest medium tank, the T26EI (experimental), with 
a 15.000·1b margin. It could carry this tank and all others which 'fall within its weight 
limitation with a cargo compartment displacing only about 3200 cu ft. If a troopcarrier 
airplane with this useful load were to be developed, the possibility of carrying the 
heavy tank, M6, under overloaded conditions would certainly be considered. The only 
troop carrier airplane being considered for development which will be anywhere 
near this size will have a payload of 70.000 Ib, and will be capable of carrying the 
M4A3 tank. (The M4A3 is 3500 lb lighter and 6 in. shorter than the M4A4 which 
appears in Fig. liD. FM 101-10 shows M4A4 tank weighing 71,900 lb.) Some con· 
sideradon should be given to the possibility of carrying the T26EI experimental. 
medium tank in this airplane since. presumably, it is being developed for use along 
with or perhaps to replace other medium tanks. 

Again. these examples are only approximate; they do not take into consideration 
. the questions of combat loads and proper clearances between aircraft and load; they 
are not complete or conclusive, but are given for illustrative purposes only. Clearly, 
however, there is indicated the need for an overall consideration of the problem in 
order to insure proper direction of the cargo airplane development program and to 

insure thlle future aircraft will operate with maximum efficiency on those mis.ion. for 
which they will be most frequently used. 

These examples also help to illustrate some of the following advantages which 
might come from this type of an overall study: 

a. It will insure the coordination of cargo compartment dimension. and weight 
capacides of future aircraft with ground equipment to be carried and thus give maxi. 
mum utility and efficiency. 
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b. It will show the trends in weight and sizes of various major classifications of 
ground equipment such as artillery, armor, transport vehicles, and engineer equip
ment. (Artillery and transport vehicles will probably decrease somewhat in size and 
weight, whereas, armor and engineer equipment may increase. Our study will show 

~ these trends exactly and provide data to guide designers of future cargo aircraft.) 

c. It will indicate the necessity and/or advisability of developing special aircraft 
or special means of carrying by air the few unusually heavy or bulky items of equipment 
in the Army. 

d. A means of control could be established to insure that aircraft or other means 
developed for the assault phase of an airborne operation are small enough so that 
initial landings do not become too much of a tactical problem and do not require 
excessively large or improved drop zones and landing zones. 

e. It will tell us at all times just how much of the Army can be moved by air and 
what progress is being made in the quest for a completely air-transportable Army. 

f. Items which are to be carried disassembled will be singled out for special 
attention as t8 ease of assembly and provision of means for tying down individually 
the various component parts of each item. Consideration would be given to the need 
for providing disassembly points on certain items of equipment, so that they can be 
carried in pieces in one or more smaller airplanes, even though they can be carried 
intact in a larger airplane. 

g. When technical performance data on aircraft is combined with tables of or
ganization and equipment for various ground units, this study will provide all of the 
data needed for compiling an additional section to the Staft' Officer's Field Manual· 
This new section will show exactly what types of aircraft and how many aircraft of 
each type will be needed lor various airborne operations. 

It would probably take a qualified board of officers several months to carry out 
such a comprehensive study. They would also have to set up a system or process by 
which all new information and changes would be collected, and the study continually 
revised and brought up to date, perhaps on a semiannual basis. This time and ei'ort 
would be well worth while as the project is a "must" lor the future. 

2. Positive CoorJilKlfioll in AJJiliOIf to Technicol LiailOll. 

During several conferences which were held in connection with the promulgation 
of the poliq of air-transportability, there were discussed ways and means of imple
menting the poliq and monitoring adherence co it. It was generally agreed that 
existing lines of technical Iiajson would do the job, provided that the representation of 
agencies not primarily concerned, was strengthened on the various technical com
mittees. 

It is felt that the work of the various technical committees and liaison officers 
should be supplemented by an annual review of the overall study oudined above. This 
review should be conducted on a fairly high statJ level. and all available data on ground 
equipment and aircraft development should be up to date at the time the review is made. 
The liaison officers will know of all cases of incompatibility between aircraft cargo 
capacities and weights and sizes of ground equipmeDt. The coordinatiDg ageDCJ COD-



ducting tbi$ annual review sbould be charged with the responsibility of making the 
Army air.transportable; it should have the authority to direct the development of new 
aircraft with new capacities if necessary; it should also have the power to set limit. on 
the reducible overall dimensions and weights of various categories and items of ground 
equipment, and to require the development of new items of ground equipment to 
replace items which cannot be carried by air. As long as the development of aircraft 
remains the responsibility of the Air Forces and tbe development of ground equip
ment remains tbe responsibility of the Ground Forces, the program of making the 
Army air-transportable will suifer, unless a coordinating agency is constituted with 
authority to direct researcb programs in such a manner that we end up with an army 
whose fighting power on the ground is not hindered or limited in any way, but which is 
capable of movement and deployment by air. 

3. 1he Design 01 SfaIKlard Ground Equipment Speciflcolly for Air Movement. 

We have thus far, with very few exceptions, attacked tbe problem of stronger air
borne operations from one side only. The approach has been to increase the capacity, 
performance, and utility of our aircraft. Very little work has been done on the design 
of equipment for air movement, compared to the great amount of work which has been 
done to increase the efficiency of our aircraft. 

It is not the intention or the pu~pose of this section to advocate the development of 
special equipment for airborne operations. Future airborne units should be capable of 
the same sustained action as future ground units, and should be organized and equip
ped in accordance with this concept. Nor is it the purpose of this section to add cred
ence to misdirected statements about great reductions in size and weight which should 
have been made by using light metal alloys, without noting that light alloys have not 
been available for general use during the war. The problem bas to be considered 
separately for each different category of equipment. 

American engineer equipment is the best of its kind. Reducing the weight of a 
tractor does not make sense, because it reduces the working capacity of the vehicle. 
Special-purpose vehicles, tailored to fit certain aircraft, can be and have been developed, 
notably the Clark Crawler and the Case Ai.rborne Tractors. Our Ordnance equipment 
is required to be as light as possible and capable of rapid disassembly for air transport. 
Critical light alloys have been utilized in Ordnance, only when specific requirements 
have been laid down to make a weapon airborne. A notable example is the 10S-mm 
Howitzer which was redesigned specifically to pass tbe doors of aircraft used by air
borne troops. The weight of this gun was reduced from 423S Ib to 2S00 Ib, and the 
overall aimensions from 238 x 82 x 60 in. to 157 x 67 x S5 in. by using light alloys 
and developing a new carriage. Development of rocket and recoilless weapons is 
being g(eady emphasized. This is important for future airborne operations, since it 
will be possible to deliver heavy, accurate fire with comparatively light equipment. 
Weight reduction and heavy armor do not go hand in ha~d unless revolutionary new 
discoveries are made in light-weight armor plate. In other words, considerable em· 
phasis is already laid on weight and size reduction in the design of ground equipment, 
consistent with J'equirements for batdefield e1i'ectiveness, reliability, and low mainte
nance, and dependent on the availability of light metal alloy •• 
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Undoubtedly, however, further advance can and will be made. Obviously, the air
borne program will suffer if the entire burden of making tbe Army air-uansportable is 
allowed to depend on the development of a.large variety of cargo aircraft. As one pos
sible approach to the problem. it is proposed that aircraft designers be utilized to 
redesign a few of those existing items of equipment, which it would be desirable to 
carry by air. but which fall outside of the weight or dimensional1imitations of cargo 
aircraft which are planned for the near future. Tbe possible gains from such a proposal 
may well not be phenominaI. Perhaps some of tbe projects will result in weapons 01' 

equipment which do not meet battlefield requirements and cannot be used. However, 
there is bound to be some success and there will certainly be a valuable inflow of new 
ideas for tbe future, and a chance to evaluate them. 

It is certain that future aircraft capacities cannot be tailored to carryall items of 
ground equipment with maximum efficiency. Some items are very large but compara
tively light; others are compact but heavy. Compromises will bave to be made some 
place. Tactical requirements dictate that as far as the initial phases of an airborne oper
ation are concerned. aircraft characteristics will have to be compromised wbere neces
sary in favor of ground equipment. However, tactical requirements also diCtate that the 
weight and dimensional characteristics of ground equipment needed during the final 
phases of an airborne operation be compromised in favor of keeping down the variety 
of different aircraft types required. 

4. SUMMARY - This then is the program for the future: 

a. An overall study of the problem to determine the several types and sizes of 
aircraft ('equired to move the Army by air. 

b. Positive coordination in addition to technical liaison to insure tbat the goal 
of air-transportability is eventually achieved for the entire Army without exception. 

c. The design of standard ground equipment specifically for air monment, with. . 
out compromise of battlefield requirements, to insure that the number of different air
craft types and sizes required can be kept- down to a minimum. 

If we develop the capability of moving and deploying our entire Army by air. we 
need never fear an attack which might come when OUl' force. are in the wrong place 
at the wrong time. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Airborne operations will play a major part in the next war from the very 
beginning. 

2. Every gun, transport vehicle, tank. tractor. and other item of equipment in 
the United States Army (naturally, with the exception of railway guns, heavy seacoast 
defense guns, and the like) must be air-transportable. 

3. There is immediate need for an overall study of the weight and dimensional 
characteristics of every item of equipment in the army. Future troop carrier aircraft 
will be capable of efficient operation only if their weight carrying capacities and cargo 
compartment dimensions are based on such an overall study. 

4. The number of different types and sizes of troop carrier aircraft developed 
must be kept down to a practical minimum. These aircraft must be designed around 
Army equipment so that they can carry efficiendy the greatest possible number of 
different items. 

5. The entire burden of making the Army air-transportable must not be allowed 
to faU solely on the aircraft designers. Items of Army equipment which cannot be 
carried by existing aircraft or by aircraft under development must be redesigned or 
new items, which are air-transportable, must be developed to take their place. This 
can be done and must be done without compromising battlefield requirements in any 
way. 

6. The troop carrier aircraft and ground equipment development programs 
must be coordinated at frequent intervals by an agency charged with the specific re
sponsibility of making the Army capable of movement by air. This agency should 
have the authority to require the development of new aircraft with new capacities; it 
should also have power to set limits on the reducible overall dimensions and weights 
of various categories and items of ground equipment, and to require the development 
of new items of ground equipment to replace items which cannot be carried by air. 

7. The development of troop carrier aircraft capable of operating efficiendy 
over me following distances, (with adequate fuel reserves), should be undertaken: 
750 mile radius; 2500 mile range; 2500 mile radius. A study should be made to deter
mine whether or not three distinct groups of aircraft are necessary. The operating 
distances given are based upon the present world-political situation. The question 
must be 'reconsidered periodically as the world-political situation changes. 

8. Troop carrier aircraft must be capable of cruising at comparatively high 
speeds, while still retaining the ability to land and take off at sale, low speeds from 
small fields. Vigorous application of jet-assisted take off, boundary-layer control, high
lift devices, and deceleration devices can make this possible. Provision· should b.e 
made for rapid installadon of these devices on troop carrier aircraft, 10 that opentioD 
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in and out of small fields is possible when the aircraft are committed for use in an 
airborne operation. 

9. Troop carrier airplanes must also be specially designed for rapid and easy 
loading and unloading of bulky items of ground equipment. 

10. The development of gliders and glider-techniques must be continued since, 
at the present time, this is the safest, cheapest, most acceptable method of landing heavy 
equipment during the assault phase of an airborne operation. New glider develop
ments should stress the following: adequate crash protecti,)n for crew and cargo; low 
landing speeds and use of deceleration devices for shortening the length of landing 
ground roll; rapid unloading through wide, rear-loading doors; adequate protection 
against small-arms fire for pilot and copilot; greater aerodynamic and structural eBi
ciences through the use of high-lift devices and metal construction; and the use of 
assisted take-oft' techniques for decreasing the length of take-oft' run required by glider
towplane combinations. 

11. New gliders (towed-aircraft) must be and can be easily designed for rapid 
conversion to low-powered transports. This will eliminate some of the major short
comings of gliders, because ferrying to combat theatres and use as short-halll trans
ports between airborne missionlS will be possible. The advantage of having such a 
transport, which can be easily and rapidly loaded and unloaded, for short-haul work 
immediately behind the lines, cannot be overemphasized. 

12. Load capacities of future gliders should be based on the results of the overall 
study of Army equipment mentioned in paragraph 3 above, and should be increased 
only up to the point necessary to carry the largest item of Divisional equipment which 
might be needed initially in an airborne operation, before the time when it can be 
safely presumed that a suitable airstrip will be available for use. The sizes of new 
gliders should also be so controlled that troop-carrier airplanes in existence or under 
development can be satisfactorily used .. s towplanes. 

13. Research should be continued to make possible and practicable glider tow
ing operations under conditions of zero visibility. 

14. The development of glider pick.up equipment should be continued to accom
modate gliders up to and including the largest glider which is developed and accepted 
for operational use. 

1 S. The following promising new techniques for the assault landing of heavy 
equipment should be developed and evaluated tactically: (a) assault transports; (b) 
the method of dropping heavy equipment by means of parachutes and decelerating 
rockets; (c) aircraft with jettison able cargo compartments; and (d) rotary.wing air
craft. 

16. Stable (non-oscillating) parachutes with lower opening loads must be 
developed for paratroopers. 

i 7. There is a need for the development of a light, observation type airplane 
which can be carried or towed to the combat zone during an airborne operation. Con
sideration should also be given to the possibility of making chis airplane fOadable at 
moderate .peed •• 

18. Equipment and techniques should be developed to make possible 'lett ac
curate, concentrated delivery of supplies by parachute in .mall areas. 
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